Sapling Program
Activities

This booklet belongs to:

WORD SEARCH
Find the words in the grid, running horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally.

income
risk
portfolio
return

stock
wealth
company
saving

investment
account
spend
budget
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MATCH THE TERMS
Local guides have reviewed the following terms. Can you draw
a line from the term to its correct definition?

RETURN

Bun E.
Calgary, AB

RISK
PORTFOLIO

SAVING

Jack D.
Victoria, BC

Frank F.
Airdrie, AB

Brittany H.
Leduc, AB

We can’t be 100% certain
when investing, so this means
the possibility that you lose
money. Not too bad, all things
considered.

Big fan of this one! This is the
money you eventually make
on an investment if you wait
long enough!

This is a collection of your
stocks, bonds, and other
investments. Something to
watch with great interest!

Putting some of your money
aside to use later. Can be
pretty handy.

BUDGET
You and your friends are going to camp out at Timber Grove. But you
have to buy some supplies first!
The camping trip is in 4 weeks. Every week, you make $10 mowing
lawns, and you want to use that money for the trip.
Your parents are going to give you $60 to help buy what you need.
Circle one item from each category to prepare for your trip without
going overbudget! There is more than one solution!

FLASHLIGHT

SNACK

FUN

TENT
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THIS OR THAT
When you save, there’s no risk. You can continue to save until
you want to buy something expensive or important, or you can
use it in an emergency.
When you invest, there’s risk. You can grow your money, or
you might lose some of it.
Read through each scenario and circle whether you think it’s
an example of SAVING or INVESTING.

Your cousin asks you for $15 to buy
a fishing rod to go fishing every
weekend. She says she will sell the
fish she catches and split the
profits with you. You give her the
money.

You spot a pair of blue hiking boots
at the store. You really want them,
but the price tag says they’re three
times your weekly allowance!
You collect a little money in your
piggy bank every week until you
can afford the boots.
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SAVING

INVESTING

SAVING

INVESTING

In two weeks, your family is going
to have a big party in the backyard.
You asked your mom if she can
buy you the jumbo-sized rainbow
marshmallows. She says you have
to buy them yourself.

SAVING

INVESTING

SAVING

INVESTING

SAVING

INVESTING

So you collect a dollar every day
until you can buy the
marshmallows.

Your sleeping bag has a couple
holes in it. They’re not too big, and
it still keeps you warm when you’re
camping. But you think you might
need a replacement in a couple
years. You put a few dollars aside
every week just in case.

You want to start a business selling
edible berries you picked in the
forest. You buy a big sign to put on
your front lawn to tell people how
much the berries cost.
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MAZE
Find the path to the piggy bank in the middle of the maze,
avoiding obstacles and collecting all 3 returns
along the
way.
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MAD LIBS
Ask a friend to fill in the blanks with the prompts underneath (but
don’t let them see the story yet!) When all the blanks are filled, share
your funny creation with your friend.

Annie is saving up for a ___________________. It costs $200,
object

which is twice what her old ___________________ cost. To
object

earn some money, Annie has started a job helping her
neighbours ___________________.
verb

Every Saturday, Annie wakes up, puts on her
___________________, and gets to work. At lunch, she
article of clothing

sometimes goes to ___________________ to eat. But
place

usually she goes home to have her favourite snack:
___________________. Then, it’s back to work.
food

Her parents felt so ___________________
emotion

when they noticed how hard she is
working. She’ll be able to reach her goal
in no time!
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ANSWER KEY
WORD SEARCH

MATCH THE TERMS
RETURN

RISK

PORTFOLIO

SAVING
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BUDGET
You will earn $40 before your trip by mowing lawns. When you add
this money to the $60 your parents will give you, you will have $100 to
spend.
There are five possible solutions without going overbudget:
1. The little blue flashlight, the bag of chips, the fishing pole, and the blue tent
2. The little blue flashlight, the bag of chips, the book of ghost stories, and the
yellow tent
3. The little blue flashlight, the smores, the fishing pole, and the yellow tent
4. The little blue flashlight, apples, the fishing pole, and the yellow tent
5. The yellow flashlight, the bag of chips, the fishing pole, and the yellow tent

There is no combination of items that would allow you to afford the red
flashlight, the binoculars, or the grey tent.

THIS OR THAT
1. investing
2. saving
3. saving
4. saving
5. investing

MAZE
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